Spanish Language and Culture in Spain!

June 29, 2020 - July 28, 2020

Faculty Member

Mariela Sanchez
D Vickers Hall
Room 240

985-549-2135
mariela.sanchez@selu.edu

Estimated Program Fee

$3,630.00

Information & Excursions

- Earn six credit hours
- Immerse yourself in the Spanish language and culture of Spain
- Tour the city and the University of Salamanca
- Explore other destinations outside Salamanca during planned and open weekends
- Visit Palaces, cathedrals, museums, parks, plazas, and more
- Learn, taste, and Enjoy the local cuisine,
- Group meals
... and MORE!!!

Please Note
Excursion destinations and/or Itineraries may change due to transportation and other factors.
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